Case study

How Toma improved
building occupants’
wellbeing and became
more competitive by using
Airthings for Business
A leading property management company offered its clients
enhanced service and better working conditions by installing
our indoor air quality monitoring system.
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The challenge
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Toma is one of the largest facility
management providers in Norway and
Denmark. The family-owned company offers
catering, cleaning, property management,
and security services, along with other
aspects of building management. Recently,
Toma has been striving to gain an edge
over its competitors by giving clients
something extra.
Georg Eikeland Schanche, Toma’s Head of
Business Development, explains, “We often
focused a lot on delivering services to a
building, but now we needed to focus more
on the people aspect of it.”
The team noticed that clients frequently
raised issues around indoor air quality at
work. According to Leif Høili, Toma’s head
of facility management, tenants had a
tendency to complain about ‘heavy air’ and
hot or cold offices.
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The company tried to address
these problems with spot checks,
but it didn’t have a full picture
of indoor air quality in offices.
“We used to have a report once
a month based on random
quality checks or feedback
from the client,” Georg Eikeland
Schanche says, noting that this
system essentially consisted of
“a random check in one random
room.”
With indoor air quality in the
workplace varying from building
to building, floor to floor and
room to room, Toma needed
a solution that could monitor
multiple locations and provide a
richer, more detailed picture of
the air that clients were breathing
in their offices.
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The solution
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As Toma looked to switch its facility management
approach from building-led to user-led, the company
realized it had to up its game and provide the very best
indoor air quality for tenants.

“A partner like Airthings was a
necessity when it came to keeping
an eye on the indoor climate”
Leif Høili, Head of Facility Management, Toma.

Airthings for Business links air monitors to a central hub
and provides detailed indoor air quality data via a single
dashboard.
The system gave Toma the control it needed to
optimize conditions in its buildings and increase tenant
satisfaction. “With Airthings we are able to monitor
several buildings at a time,” Georg Eikeland Schanche
points out. “If something happens, previously we had
to send somebody out to find out what was going on.
But now we are just able to look at the dashboard.”
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Airthings provided Toma with real-time
data and accurate historical information
to replace its monthly report. The
monitors measure levels of potentially
health-damaging pollutants like radon,
CO2, and TVOCs (total volatile organic
compounds), as well as conditions like
humidity, temperature, and air pressure,
which influence how effectively building
users work or learn.
By giving clients improved indoor
air quality in the workplace, Toma
differentiated itself from its rivals in a
competitive marketplace.
“For us to include Airthings and
[prioritize] the wellbeing of people in
the building—it makes us more relevant,”
says Georg Eikeland Schanche. “We offer
more to our clients.”

“For us to include Airthings
and [prioritize] the
wellbeing of people in the
building—it makes us more
relevant. We offer more to
our clients.”
Georg Eikeland Schanche, Head of Business
Development, Toma
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The results
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The team at Toma strongly believes that
Airthings has helped the company to stand
out and flourish. According to Leif Høili, “It
gives us a competitive advantage by putting
us on top of things all the time.”
Better indoor air quality at work is proven to
deliver productivity gains, cut sick leave, and
improve decision-making scores among
employees. For Toma, Airthings’ emphasis
on the wellbeing of building users provide
the company with a unique selling point, at
a time when air quality and environmental
pollution are rising on the public agenda.
“In today’s society, with the climate issues
and the climate concerns people have,
Airthings allows us to give clients that little
bit extra when they get to work,” Leif Høili
says. “They feel like the air inside the office
is better than it is outside. Ten years ago it
used to be the other way around.”

Productivity gains

Cuts sick leave

Better indoor
air quality

Improved
decision-making
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“Airthings for Business was
easy to set up and easy to
provide information from
the dashboard.”
Georg Eikeland Schanche, Head of Business
Development, Toma
The monitors use long-life batteries and
wireless technology, so they can be mounted
on walls or ceilings without a disruptive or
expensive installation process.
Likewise, the dashboard can be viewed
remotely, with all the data presented simply
and intuitively. Users can set up automatic
notifications, so any problems are instantly
flagged up on their mobile devices. The new
system helps the team at Toma meet market
requirements and take a “holistic approach” to
service provision for their clients.
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“If we only deliver a cleaning and catering
service then we’re not that relevant in a
competitive market. Everyone else can
deliver those kinds of services,” Georg
Eikeland Schanche emphasizes. The business
needed to show that it was putting people
first. “That’s where Airthings came in.”
Toma head of facility management Leif Høili
believes that it is essential that businesses
looking to improve air quality in their
buildings work with an excellent service
partner to provide their system. Working
with Airthings enabled Toma to offer
something beyond the standard services
package, by improving wellbeing in its
buildings and equipping clients with the
very best conditions to get the most out of
their employees.

“If you care about
tomorrow, then you
should be concerned
about today.”
Leif Høili, Head of Facility Management, Toma.

Advising companies who want to emulate
Toma’s success, Leif added: “If you care
about tomorrow, then you should be
concerned about today.”
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Takeaways
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Toma is one of the biggest
facility management companies
in Norway and Denmark.
Clients in its buildings often
complained about ‘heavy air’ or
rooms being too hot or cold.

The company replaced monthly
reports based on spot checks
and feedback with Airthings
for Business, which provides
real-time indoor air quality data
across multiple locations.

Monitoring indoor air quality
was part of a drive to provide
services for people and not
just to service buildings. This
change of approach helped
Toma gain a competitive
advantage in a crowded
marketplace.

Toma recommends Airthings
as an excellent service partner
to work with when installing
an indoor air quality system.

The system gave Toma control
over the indoor air quality
in its buildings, allowing it
to optimize conditions and
improve client satisfaction.
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Do you want to know
more about how better
indoor air quality can
improve productivity
and boost your profits?
DOWNLOAD YOUR EGUIDE

Pal Berntsen
Europe

pal.berntsen@airthings.com
+47 909 98 191
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